
 
 
 

                        
 

Application for Representative Permit 2017 
 

 
This application is made by __________________________ Permit number_________ a 
licensed bookmaker holding an On-Course Betting Permit enabling him/her to carry on the 
business of a bookmaker on authorised racecourses (hereinafter referred to as “the 
bookmaker”) to allow 
 
 _______________________________ or ________________________________or  
 
_____________________________ or ___________________________________ 
 
(Hereinafter referred to as “the Representatives”) to act as his/her representative in 
accordance with the terms of this application. 
 
I attach copies of the State Licences for of the above named. 
 
Should Horse Racing Ireland grant this application, the bookmaker and the representative 
agree to be bound by the following terms:- 
 
 

1) The bookmaker agrees that, on any occasion when the representative represents 
him for the purposes of carrying on the business of a bookmaker on an 
authorised racecourse, all liabilities incurred by the representative will be on 
behalf of the bookmaker and the bookmaker agrees to be responsible to Horse 
Racing Ireland for all such liabilities in the like manner as if they had been 
incurred directly by the bookmaker. 

 
       2)       The representative agrees that while acting as representative in accordance           

with the terms of the permission granted by Horse Racing Ireland he/she shall 
carry on the business of a bookmaker on an authorised racecourse on behalf of 
the bookmaker. When so carrying on business, the said business shall be carried 
on as the business of the bookmaker and, without prejudice to the generality of 
the foregoing, the representative shall occupy the pitch which the bookmaker 
would have occupied had he been present, trade under the bookmaker’s name, 
shall use the bookmaker’s tickets, shall use the standard means of recording bets 
of the bookmaker, and shall, in general carry out all lawful directions of Horse 
Racing Ireland, it’s servants or agents, in the like manner as if the representative 
were the bookmaker. 
 



       3)       The representative further agrees that should he/she be or become the holder of 
a Course Betting Permit in his/her own name, undertakes and agrees that, on 
any occasion when he/she may be carrying on business in his/her own name, 
and on his/her own behalf, on foot of such a Course Betting Permit he/she shall 
not have any claim to the Pitch of the bookmaker for whom he/she has a 
Representative Permit, whether or not such bookmaker attends a particular race 
meeting. 

 
       4)       The representative further agrees that should a Course Betting Permit issued in 

his/her own name be suspended or revoked he/she shall not act as a 
representative on behalf of the bookmaker on an authorised racecourse. 

 
       5)       Upon granting a Representative Permit on foot of this application, Horse Racing 

Ireland agrees to accept any act done by (including documents signed by) the 
representative as being for the purpose of any regulations, for the time being in 
force or otherwise, the act of the bookmaker. 

 
 
 

Signed by the Principal Bookmaker: _________________________________ 
 
 
Signed by Representative A:  _________________________________ 
 
Address of A:    _________________________________ 
 
  
Signed by Representative B:  _________________________________ 
 
Address of B:    _________________________________ 
 
 
Signed by Representative C:  _________________________________ 
 
Address of C:    ________________________________________ 

 
 

Signed by Representative D:  _________________________________ 
 
Address of D:    _________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




